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ABSTRACT

Every culture and language is unique. Our work expressly
focuses on the uniqueness of culture and language in re-
lation to human affect, specifically sentiment and emotion
semantics, and how they manifest in social multimedia. We
develop sets of sentiment- and emotion-polarized visual con-
cepts by adapting semantic structures called adjective-noun
pairs, originally introduced by Borth et al. [6], but in a mul-
tilingual context. We propose a new language-dependent
method for automatic discovery of these adjective-noun con-
structs. And show how this pipeline can be applied on a
social multimedia platform for the creation of a large-scale
multilingual visual sentiment concept ontology (MVSO). Un-
like the flat structure in [6], our unified ontology is organized
hierarchically by multilingual clusters of visually detectable
nouns and subclusters of emotionally biased versions of these
nouns. In addition, we present an image-based prediction
task to show how generalizable language-specific models are
in a multilingual context. A new, publicly available dataset
over 12 languages, >15.6K sentiment-biased visual concepts
with language-specific detector banks, >7.36M images and
metadata are also released to the research community.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.5.4 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Hy-
pertext/Hypermedia; I.2.10 [Artificial Intelligence]: Vi-
sion and Scene Understanding

Keywords

Multilingual; Language; Cultures; Cross-cultural; Emotion;
Sentiment; Ontology; Concept Detection; Social Multimedia

1. INTRODUCTION
If you scoured the world and took several people at ran-

dom from major countries and asked them to fill in the blank
“ love” in their native tongue, how many unique ad-
jectives would you expect to find? Would people from some
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Figure 1: Example images from “around the world”
organized by affective visual concepts. Top set
shows images of old market concept from three dif-
ferent cultures/languages; and the bottom, images
of good food. Even though conceptual reference is
the same, each culture’s sentimental expression of
these concept may be adversely different.

cultures tend to fill it with twisted, while others pure or
unconditional or false? All over the world, we daily express
our thoughts and feelings in culturally isolated contexts; and
when we travel abroad, we know that to cross a physical
border also means to cross into the unique behaviors and
interactions of that people group – its cultural border. How
similar or different are our sentiments and feelings from this
other culture? Or the thoughts and objects we tend to talk
about most? Motivated by questions like this, our work
explores the computational understanding of human affect
along cultural lines, with focus on visual content. In partic-
ular, we seek to answer the following important questions:
(1) how are images in various languages used to express af-
fective visual concepts, e.g. beautiful place or delicious food?
And (2) how are such affective visual concepts used to con-
vey different emotions and sentiment across languages?

In Psychology, there are two commonly held schools-of-
thought on the connection between cultural context and hu-
man affect, i.e. our experiential feelings via our sentiments
and emotions. Some believe emotion to be culture-specific
[34], that is, emotion is dependent on one’s cultural context,
while others believe emotion to be universal [17], that is,
emotion and cultural are independent mechanisms. For ex-
ample, while this paper is written in English, there are emo-
tion words/phrases in other languages for which there is no
exact translation in English, e.g., Schadenfreude in German





English joy trust fear surprise sadness disgust anger anticipation
Spanish alegŕıa confianza miedo sorpresa tristeza asco ira previsión
Italian gioia fiducia paura sorpresa tristezza disgusto rabbia anticipazione
French bonheur confiance peur surprise tristesse dégoût colère prévision

German Freude Vertrauen Angst Überraschung Traurigkeit Empörung Ärger Vorfreude

Chinese 歡樂 信任 害怕 震驚 悲 討厭 憤怒 預期

Dutch vreugde vertrouwen angst verrassing verdriet walging woede anticipatie

Table 1: Most representative keywords for several basic emotions according to native/proficient speakers for
7 of our 12 languages, chosen and shown top-to-bottom in decreasing no. of discovered visual affect concepts,
or adjective-noun pairs.

ing that there are still competing views as to whether emo-
tion is pan-cultural, culture-specific, or some hybrid of both.
Inspired by research in this domain, we are the first to in-
vestigate the relationship between visual affect and culture2

from a multimedia-driven and computational perspective, as
far as we know.

Other work in cross-lingual research come from text sen-
timent analysis and music information retrieval. In [3] and
[36], they developed multilingual methods for international
text sentiment analysis in online blogs and news articles,
respectively. In [31] and [18], they presented approaches
to indexing digital music libraries with music from multi-
ple languages. Specific to emotion, [18] tried to highlight
differences between languages by building models for pre-
dicting the musical mood and then cross-predicting in other
languages. Unlike these works, we propose a multimedia-
driven approach for cross-cultural visual sentiment analysis
in the context of online image collections.

It is important to distinguish our work from that of Borth
et al. on VSO [6] and its associated detector bank, SentiBank
[5]. Their mid-level approach has recently proven effective
for affective understanding in images [5] and video [22] as
well as finding a wide range of applications in emotion pre-
diction [5, 22, 24], social media commenting [8], etc. How-
ever, in addition to lack of multilingual and there are several
technical challenges with VSO that we seek to address. We
improve on VSO [5, 6] by: (1) detection of adjectives and
nouns with language-specific part-of-speech taggers, as op-
posed to a fixed list of adjectives and nouns, (2) automatic
discovery of adjective-noun pairs correlated with emotions,
as opposed to “constructed” pairs from top frequent adjec-
tives and nouns, and (3) stronger criterion based on image
tag counts instead of metadata count. Our proposed MVSO
discovery method can be easily extended to any language,
while achieving greater coverage and diversity than VSO.

3. ONTOLOGY CONSTRUCTION
An overview of the proposed method for multilingual vi-

sual sentiment concept ontology construction is shown in
Figure 2. In the first stage, we obtain a set of images and
their tags using seed emotion keyword queries, selected ac-
cording to emotion ontologies from psychology such as [39]
or [12]. Next, each image tag is labeled automatically by a
language-specific part-of-speech tagger and adjective-noun
combinations are discovered from words in the tags. Then,
the combinations are filtered based on language, semantics,
sentiment, frequency and uploader filters to ensure that the

2Note that we use language and culture interchangeably of-
ten. We define language as the “lens” through which we can
observe culture. So while the two can be distinguished, for
simplicity, we use them interchangeably.

final set of ANPs have the following properties: (a) are writ-
ten in the target language, (b) they do not refer to named en-
tities or technical terms, (c) reflect a non-neutral sentiment,
(d) are frequently used, and (e) are used by a non-trivial
number of speakers of the target language.

The discovery of affective visual concepts for these lan-
guages using adjective-noun pairs poses several challenges
in lexical, structural and semantic ambiguities, which are
well-known problems in natural language processing. Lexi-
cal ambiguity is when a word has multiple meanings which
depend on the context, e.g. sport jaguar or forest jaguar.
Structural ambiguity is when a word might have different
grammatical interpretation depending on the position in the
context, e.g. ambient light or light room. Semantic ambigu-
ity is when a combination of words with the same syntactic
structure have different semantic interpretation, e.g. big ap-

ple. We selected languages in our MVSO according to the
availability of public natural language processing tools and
sentiment ontologies per language so that automatic pro-
cessing was feasible. In addition, we sought to cover a wide
range of geographic regions from the Americas to Europe
and to Asia. We settled on 12 languages: Arabic, Chinese,
Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, Persian, Polish,
Russian, Spanish, and Turkish.

We applied our proposed data collection pipeline to a pop-
ular social multimedia sharing platform, Yahoo! Flickr3,
and collected public data from November 2014 to February
2015 using the Flickr API. We selected Flickr because there
is an existing body of multimedia research using it in the
past, and in particular, [23] describes how Flickr satisfies
two conditions for making use of the “wisdom of the social
multimedia”: popularity and availability. We do not repeat
the argument in [23], but note that in addition those ben-
efits, Flickr has multilingual support and the use of Flickr
provides an natural comparison to the seminal VSO [6] work.

3.1 Adjective-Noun Pair Discovery
As our seed emotion ontology, we selected the Plutchik’s

Wheel of Emotions [39]. This psychology ontology was se-
lected because it consists of graded intensities for multiple
basic emotions providing a richer set of emotional valences
compared to alternatives like [12]; it has also been shown
to be useful for VSO [6]. The Plutchik emotions are or-
ganized in eight basic emotions, each with three valences:
ecstasy > joy > serenity; admiration > trust > acceptance;
terror > fear > apprehension; amazement > surprise > dis-
traction; grief > sadness > pensiveness; loathing > disgust
> boredom; rage > anger > annoyance; and, vigilance >

anticipation > interest.
Multilingual Query Construction: To obtain seeds

3
www.flickr.com



#images #tags #cand #anps (final)
Arabic 116,125 958,435 15,532 29
Chinese 895,398 3,919,161 50,459 504
Dutch 260,093 4,929,581 1,045,290 348
English 1,082,760 26,266,484 2,073,839 4,421
French 866,166 22,713,978 1,515,607 2,349
German 528,454 10,525,403 854,100 804
Italian 548,134 10,425,139 1,324,076 3,349
Persian 128,546 1,304,613 103,609 15
Polish 294,821 5,261,940 141,889 70
Russian 60,108 1,518,882 30,593 129
Spanish 827,396 15,241,679 925,975 3,381
Turkish 332,609 4,717,389 73,797 231

#total 5,940,610 107,782,684 8,154,766 15,630

Table 2: Ontology refinement statistics over 12 lan-
guages. Beginning with many images from seed
emotion keywords denoted by #images, we ex-
tracted tags from these images #tags, and per-
formed adjective-noun pair (ANP) discovery for
candidate combinations #cand. Through a series of
filters – frequency, language, semantics filter, senti-
ment filter and diversity – and after crowdsourcing,
we got our final visual sentiment concepts #anps.

for each language, we recruited 12 native and proficient lan-
guage speakers to provide a set of translated or synonymous
keywords to those of the 24 Plutchik emotions. Speakers
were allowed to use any number of keywords per emotion
since the possible synonyms per emotion and language can
vary, but they were asked to rank their chosen keywords
along each emotion seed. They were also allowed to use tools
like Google Translate4 or other resources to enrich their emo-
tion keywords. Table 1 lists top ranked keywords according
to speakers for 7 out of 12 languages in each emotion.

Given the set of keywords E(l) = {e
(l)
ij | i = 1 . . . 24, j =

1 . . . ni} describing each emotion i per language l, where ni

is the number of keywords per emotion i, we performed tag-
based query on tags on Flickr API to retrieve images and
their related tags. Like [6], for each emotion, we chose to
sample only the top 50K images ranked by Flickr relevance
to simply limit the size of our results, but if an emotion had
less than 50K images, we extended the search to additional
metadata, i.e. title and description.

Part-of-speech Labeling: To identify the type of each
word in a Flickr tag, we performed automatic part-of-speech
labeling using pre-trained language-specific taggers which
achieve high accuracy (>95% for most languages), namely
TreeTagger [42], Stanford tagger [45], HunPos tagger [16]
and a morphological analyzer for Turkish [14]. Though not
all the tags contained multiple words, the average number of
words was always greater than the average number of tags
for all languages so word context is almost always taken
into account. From the full set of part-of-speech labels, we
retain those that identified nouns, adjectives and other part-
of-speech types which can be used as adjectives, such as
simple or past participle (e.g. smiling face) in English.

Discovery Strategy: We based our discovery strategy
for ANPs on co-occurrence in image tags, that is, if an
adjective-noun pair is relevant to the specific emotion it
should appear at least once together in the crawled images
for that emotion. To validate the completeness of our strat-
egy we compared with VSO and found that ∼86% of ANPs
discovered by VSO [6] overlap with the English ANPs dis-
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covered by our method.

3.2 Filtering Candidate Adjective-Noun Pairs
From these discovered ANPs, we applied several filters to

ensure they satisfied the following criteria: (a) written in
the target language, (b) do not refer to named entities, (c)
reflect a non-neutral sentiment, (d) frequently used and (e)
used by multiple speakers of the language.

Language & Semantics: We used a combination of lan-
guage dictionaries5 instead of language classifiers to verify
the correctness of the ANP as the performance of using the
latter alone was low on short-length text, especially for Ro-
mance languages which share characters. All of the English
ANPs were classified as indeed English by the dictionary,
and for other languages, ANPs were removed if they passed
the English dictionary filter but not the target language dic-
tionary. The intuition for this was that most all other lan-
guages were mixed primarily with English. We removed
candidate pairs which referred to named entities or techni-
cal terms, where named entities were detected using several
publicly available knowledge bases such as Wikipedia6 and
dictionaries for names7, cities, regions and countries8, and
technical terms were removed with a manual created list-
ing of words specific to our source domain, Flickr, contain-
ing photography-related (e.g. macro, exposure) and camera-
related words (e.g. DSLR, Canon).

Non-neutral Sentiment: To filter out neutral candi-
date adjective-noun pairs, each ANP was scored in senti-
ment using two publicly available sentiment ontologies: Sen-
tiStrength [44] and SentiWordnet [13]. SentiStrength ontol-
ogy supports all the languages consider, but since Senti-
Wordnet could only be used directly for English, we passed
in automatic translations in English from all other languages
to it, following previous research on multilingual sentiment
analysis in machine translation [1, 2]. We computed the
ANP sentiment score S(anp) ∈ [−2,+2] as:

S(anp) =

{

S(a) : sgn {S(a)} 6= sgn {S(n)}
S(a) + S(n) : otherwise

(1)

where S(a) ∈ [−1,+1] and S(n) ∈ [−1,+1] are the sen-
timent scores of the individual adjective and noun words,
respectively, each of which are given by the arithmetic mean
of SentiStrength and SentiWordnet scores on the word, and
sgn is the sign of the scores. The piecewise condition es-
sentially says that if the signs of the sentiment scores of the
adjective and noun differ, then we ignore the noun. This
highlights our belief that adjective are the dominant senti-
ment modifiers in an adjective-noun pair, so for example,
even if a noun is positive, like wedding, an adjective such as
horrible would completely change the sentiment of the com-
bined pair. And so for these sign mismatch cases, we chose
the adjective’s sentiment alone. In the other case, when the
sign of the adjective and noun were the same, whether both
positive (e.g. happy wedding) or both negative (e.g. scary

spider), we simply allowed the ANP sentiment score to be
the unweighted sum of its parts.

Frequency: Good ANPs are those which are actually
used together, that is, the adjective and noun co-occur as a
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pair. Here, we loosely defined an ANP’s“frequency”of usage
as its number of occurrences as a image tag on Flickr. When
computing counts for each pair, we accounted for language-
specific syntax like the ordering of adjectives and nouns. Fol-
lowing anthropology research [11], we followed two dominant
orderings (91.5% of the languages worldwide): adj-noun and
noun-adj. We also “merged” simplified and traditional forms
in Chinese by considering them to be from the same language
pool but distinct characters sets. In addition, we considered
the possible intermediate Chinese character 的 during our
frequency counting. For all non-English languages, we re-
tained all ANPs that occurred at least once as an image tag
(non-zero frequency); but for English, since Flickr’s most
dominant number of users are English-speaking, we set a
conservatively higher frequency threshold of 40.

Diversity: The shear frequency of an adjective-noun pair
occurrence alone was not sufficient to ensure the pair’s per-
vasive use in a language. We also checked if the ANP was
used by a non-trivial number of distinct Flickr users for a
given language. We identified ANPs whose associated im-
ages by searching metadata were uploaded by a small num-
ber of users, and observed that a power law distribution
occurs in every language. To avoid this uploader bias, we
removed all ANPs with less than three uploaders. Many re-
moved candidate pairs came from companies and merchants
for advertising and branding.

To further ensure the diversity of MVSO, we subsampled
nouns in every language by limiting no more than 100 nouns
per adjective so that we do not have, for example, the adjec-
tive surprising modifying every possible noun in the corpus.
In addition, we performed stem unification by checking what
inflected form (e.g. singular/plural) of an ANP was most
popular in their usage as a tag on Flickr. This unification
did also filter some candidate ANPs as some “duplicates”
were present but simply in different inflected forms.

3.3 Crowdsourcing Validation
A further inspection of the corpus after the automatic fil-

tering process showed that some frequent issues could not
completely be solved in an automatic fashion. Common er-
rors included many fundamental natural language process-
ing challenges like confusions in named entity recognition
(e.g. big apple), language mixing (e.g. adjective in English
+ noun in Turkish), grammar inconsistency (e.g. adj-adj,
or verb-noun) and semantic incongruity (e.g. happy happi-

ness). So to refine our multilingual visual sentiment ontol-
ogy, we crowdsourced a validation task. For each language,
we asked native speaking workers to evaluate the correct-
ness of the post automatic filtering ANPs. We collected
judgements using CrowdFlower9, a crowdsourcing platform
that distributes small tasks to a large number of workers,
where we limited workers by their language expertise. We
note that while we elected to perform this additional stage
of crowdsourcing, other researchers may find a fully auto-
matic pipeline more desirable, so in our public release, we
also release the pre-crowdsourced version of our MVSO.

To help workers assess the correctness of the ANPs, we
developed separate crowdsourcing jobs for each language.
For each validation job, we selected about 5,000 ANPs by
ranking ANPs by their number of crawled images by tag
search. The choice of 5,000 was largely based simply on our
monetary budget.

9
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#cand #users #coun %correct %agree
Arabic 81 10 7 0.57 0.90
Chinese 1055 56 24 0.63 0.83
Dutch 1874 45 2 0.23 0.92
English 5369 223 52 0.78 0.84
French 5840 152 37 0.43 0.86
German 3360 119 27 0.32 0.90
Italian 4996 216 42 0.57 0.88
Persian 65 6 6 0.37 0.86
Polish 159 6 1 0.52 0.93
Russian 294 13 3 0.70 0.89
Spanish 4992 190 30 0.70 0.89
Turkish 701 61 22 0.66 0.84

Table 3: Crowdsourcing results via no. of input
candidate ANPs #cand, #users, countries #coun,
and perc. of ANPs accepted %correct and annota-
tor agreement %agree.

3.3.1 Crowdsourcing Setup

We required that each ANP was evaluated by at least
three independent workers. To ensure high quality results,
we also required workers to be (1) native speakers of the
language, for which CrowdFlower has its own language com-
petency and expertise test for workers, and (2) have a good
reputation according to the crowdsourcing platform, mea-
sured by workers’ performance on other annotation jobs.
For whatever reasons, for three languages (Persian, Polish
and Dutch), the CrowdFlower platform does not to evalu-
ate workers based on their language expertise, so we filtered
them by provenience, selecting the countries according the
official language spoken (e.g. Netherlands, Belgium, Aruba
and Suriname for Dutch).

Task Interface: The verification task for workers con-
sisted of simply evaluating the correctness of adjective-noun
pairs. At the top of each page, we gave a short summary
of the job and tasked workers: “Verify that a word pair in

<Language> is a valid adjective-noun pair.” Workers were
provided with a detailed definition of what an adjective-noun
pair is and a summary of the criteria for evaluating ANPs,
i.e. it (1) is grammatically correct (adjective + noun), (2)
shows language consistency, (3) shows generality, that is,
commonly used and does not refer to a named entity, and
(4) is semantically logical. To guide workers, examples of
correct and incorrect ANPs were provided for each criteria,
where these ground truth were carefully judged and selected
by four independent expert annotators. In the interface,
aside from instructions, workers were shown the five ANPs
and simply chose between “yes” or “no” to validate ANPs.

Quality Control: Like some other crowdsourcing plat-
forms, CrowdFlower provides a quality control mechanism
called test questions to evaluate and track the performance
of workers. These test questions come from pre-annotated
ground truth, which in our case, correspond to ANPs with
binary validation decisions for correctness. To access our
task at all, workers were first required to correctly answer
at least seven out of ten such test questions. In addition
though, worker performance was tracked throughout the
course of the task where these test question were randomly
inserted at certain points, disguised as normal units. For
each language, we asked language experts to select ten cor-
rect and ten incorrect adjective-noun pairs from each lan-
guage corpus for the test questions.



3.3.2 Crowdsourcing Results

To measure the quality of our crowdsourcing, we looked
at the annotator agreement along each validation task. For
all languages, the agreement was very strong with an av-
erage annotator agreement of 87%, where workers agreed
on either the correctness or incorrectness of ANPs. We
found that workers tended to agree more that ANPs were
correct than that they were incorrect. This was likely due
to the wide range of possible criteria for rejecting an ANP
where some criteria are easy to evaluate (e.g. language con-
sistency), while others, such as general usage versus named
entity, may cause disagreement among users due to the cul-
tural background of the worker. For example, not all workers
may agree that an ANP like big eyes or big apple refers to a
named entity. However, for languages where the agreement
on the incorrect ANPs was high, namely Arabic, German,
and Polish, the average annotator agreement as a percentage
of all ANP for that language were greater than 90%.

On average, our crowdsourcing validated that a vast num-
ber of the input candidate ANPs from our automatic ANP
discovery and filtering process were indeed correct ANPs.
English, Spanish and Russian were the top three for which
the automatic pipeline performed the best, where every three
in five ANPs were approved by the crowd judgements. How-
ever, for certain languages, including German, Dutch, Per-
sian and French, the proportion of incorrect ANPs according
to the crowd was actually greater than the number of cor-
rect ANPs. In Table 3, we summarize the statistics from our
crowdsourcing experiments relative to the number of ANPs,
percentages of correct/incorrect ANPs according to worker
majority vote, and average agreement.

4. DATASET ANALYSIS & STATISTICS
Having acquired a final set of adjective-noun pairs for each

of the 12 languages, we downloaded images from Flickr API
querying by ANPs using a mix of tag and metadata search.
To limit the size of our dataset, we downloaded no more
than 1,000 images per ANP query and also enforced a limit
no more than 20 images from any given uploader on Flickr
for increased visual diversity. The selected 1,000 images
were selected from the pool of retrieved image tag search
results, but in the event that this pool is less than 1,000,
we also enlarged the pool to include searches on the im-
age title and description, or metadata. Selections from the
pool of results were always randomized and a small number
images which Flickr or uploaders removed or changed pri-
vacy settings on midway were removed in post. In total, we
downloaded 7,368,364 images across 15,630 ANPs for the 12
languages, where English (4,049,507), Spanish (1,417,781)
and Italian (845,664) contributed the most images.

4.1 Comparison with VSO [6]
To verify and test the efficacy of our MVSO, we provide a

comparision of our extracted English visual sentiment ontol-
ogy with that of VSO [6] along dimensions of size (number
of ANPs) and diversity of nouns and adjectives (Figure 3).
In Figure 3a, the overlap of English MVSO with VSO is
compared with VSO alone after applying all filtering cri-
teria except from subsampling filter which might exclude
ANPs belonging to VSO. As mentioned previously, about
86% overlaps between them. As we vary a frequency thresh-
old t over image tag counts, the overlap converges to 100%.

Figure 3: Comparison of our English MVSO and
VSO [6] in Figures (a), (b) and (c), in terms of ANP
overlap, no. of ANPs, adjectives and nouns; and
with all other languages in Figures (d), (e) and (f),
in terms of the no. of ANPs, adjectives and nouns
when varying the frequency threshold t from 0 to
10,000 (on log-scale), respectively.

In Figure 3b, we show that there are far greater number
of ANPs in our English MVSO compared to VSO ANPs
throughout all the possible values of a frequency threshold,
after applying all filtering criteria. Similarly, as shown in
Figure 3c, given there are more adjectives and nouns in our
English MVSO, we also achieve greater diversity than VSO.

In Figure 3d, we compare the number of ANPs for the
remaining languages in MVSO with VSO after applying all
filtering criteria. The curves show that VSO has more ANPs
than all the languages for most of the languages over all
values of t, except from Spanish, Italian and French in the
low values of t. Our intuition is that this is due to the
popularity of English on Flickr compared to other languages.
In Figures 3e and 3d, we observe that these three languages
have greater diversity of adjectives and nouns than VSO
for t ≤ 103, German and Dutch have greater diversity than
VSO for smaller values of threshold t, while the rest of the
languages have smaller diversity over most values of t.

4.2 Sentiment Distributions
Returning to our research motivation from the Introduc-

tion, an interesting question to ask is which languages tend
to be more positive or negative in their visual content. To
answer this question, we computed the median sentiment
value across all ANPs and ranked languages as in Figure 4.
Here, we used a weighted sentiment per ANP S(anp)(1 +
1
N
count(anp)), where S(anp) is from Eq. (1) but is now

weighted by count(anp), which denotes the number of im-









sual sentiment concepts and showed its efficacy on a social
multimedia platform for 12 languages. We based our ap-
proach on the psychology theory that emotions are culture-
specific and carry inherent linguistic context, and so we
showed how to use language-specific part-of-speech label-
ing along with progressive filtering to achieve coverage and
diversity of visual affect concepts in multiple languages. In
addition, we presented a two-stage hierarchical clustering
approach to unify our ontology across languages. We make
our Multilingual Visual Sentiment Ontology (MVSO), pre-
crowdsourcing as well as post, and image dataset, available
to the public. A cross-lingual analysis of our large-scale
MVSO and image dataset using semantic matching and vi-
sual sentiment prediction hint that emotions are not nec-
essarily culturally universal. Our preliminary results show
that there are indeed commonalities, but also distinct sep-
arations, in how visual affect is expressed and perceived,
where other works assumed only commonalities. And yet,
we believe these point to the colorful diversity of our world,
rather than our inability to understand one another.

In the future, we plan to explore differences along other
human factors which can be collected from self-reported user
metadata like age group, gender, profession, etc. We will
also adopt our approach to other language-specific social
multimedia platforms to counter the insufficient data for
some languages like Arabic, Persian and Chinese. In addi-
tion, while we discussed culture and languages in this work,
we have not yet performed an in-depth study on geo-location
data in MVSO, often provided along with uploaded images
on Flickr. While such information could be useful to dis-
tinguish between sub-cultures speaking the same languages
(e.g. Spanish vs. South-Americans), we omitted such a study
here because of the noise that geo-location data can add. For
example, an American traveling in China uploading pictures
is still more likely to use his native tongue to tag and sen-
timentally describe his content. The trade-off is that while
his semantics are culturally American, his uploaded visual
content is now from another culture, so there is still much
to be explored from geo-location and user metadata.
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